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Introduction

Across the country in numerous classrooms, inattention 
affects student engagement and learning. The number of children 
and adults receiving a diagnosis for chronic attention problems 
continues to increase [1,2]. Five to ten percent of students 
worldwide received a diagnosis of attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder [2]. Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) was 
defined as a neurological disorder that affects a student’s ability to 
attend in structured academic settings well enough to benefit from 
instruction. The condition appears as one of the most frequently 
diagnosed disorders in childhood, second only to autism spectrum 
disorder [1,3]. The American Psychiatric Association [1] considers 
ADHD as a lifelong disability, meaning that, although symptoms 
may lessen or change through treatment, the condition persists 
throughout the student’s lifetime [4]. Therefore, professionals 
need to utilize best practices when choosing strategies to lessen 
the impact of ADHD on learning.

Portilla et al. [5] identified the importance of finding affective 
strategies to lessen the deficits of ADHD. They examined teacher-
child relationships and child behavior from kindergarten through  

 
first grade as a predictor of future school engagement and success. 
They concluded that issues with inattention and impulsive 
behaviors in the fall of the kindergarten year resulted in greater 
conflict between teachers and children throughout first grade and 
beyond [5]. Children’s deficits in self-regulation (e.g., sustained 
attention to task and impulsivity) affected the quality of their 
relationship with their teachers, school engagement, and future 
academic competence. Likewise, the children were determined 
to frequently achieve lower grades in academic areas than their 
peers [5]. Students found to struggle with both inattention and 
hyperactivity performed significantly lower on academic tasks 
[6]. However, in a study regarding the effect of ADHD behaviors on 
academic achievement, Merrell and Tymms identified inattention 
as the behavior most associated with under achievement in math 
and reading. This research indicates that inattention, rather than 
hyperactivity, is the most important indicator of school graduation 
[6].

Data was collected from parents and teachers that included 
over 2,000 children across a twenty- year period [7]. Teachers 
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were asked to observe and record episodes of lack of focus, 
absentmindedness, distractibility, restlessness, fidgeting, and 
out of seat behavior. The research concluded that only 29% of 
students with attention problems graduated from high school, 
whereas 89% of students who did not present with inattention 
problems graduated [7]. ADHD requires long-term, ongoing 
monitoring and treatment. Most treatment involves some form of 
strategy and structure in the home and classroom, cognitive and/
or behavioral therapy and coaching, and medication management 
[8]. Research indicates that a combination of structure and 
supports, behavior modification, and medication management 
yield the best treatment outcomes [9-11].

Over the years, many theories about effective strategies used 
in the treatment of ADHD emerged, including the use of sensory 
integration strategies [11]. While many strategies developed 
through sound research methodologies and empirical studies, 
controversial or fad therapies also emerged [12]. Jacobson and 
his colleagues compiled an anthology of articles addressing 
the concern for fad therapies. A fad therapy was defined as 
a “procedure, method, or therapy that is adopted rapidly in 
the presence of little validating research, gains wide use or 
recognition, and then typically, fades from use – usually in the 
face of disconfirming research, but often to the adoption of a new 
fad” [12]. Unfortunately, limited studies support strategies based 
on sensory integration therapy as valid treatments [13]. Many 
studies about sensory integration contained flawed methodology. 
Sensory integration therapy, therefore, was identified by them 
as a fad therapy [12]. However, despite questionable evidence, 
teachers with well-meaning intent appear to adopt the use of 
sensory techniques to meet the needs of students with ADHD in 
their classrooms [12].

Debate concerning whether sensory integration deficits 
present as a co-exiting feature of ADHD persist [14]. Much of 
what is known about sensory processing and theories about the 
effect on individuals with developmental disabilities, come from 
the field of occupational therapy [15]. In fact, the Occupational 
Therapy Association, OTA, helped develop standards and practices 
for therapists to follow with students based on this previous 
hypothesis and potentially flawed research [15]. Miller et al. 
[16] conducted a pilot study on the effectiveness of occupational 
therapy for children with sensory disorders. They concluded 
that previous studies were not rigorous enough to make valid 
conclusions and that there was a lack of consensus within the 
professional community regarding the value of occupational 
therapy using a sensory integration approach [16]. These authors 
stated that, “the only conclusion that can be drawn after 35 years 
of single, non-programmatic research projects is that the evidence 
neither disproves nor confirms that OT-SI (i.e., occupational 
therapy using sensory integration) is effective” [16].

Other studies followed, reaching similar conclusions, and 
added clarification to the efficacy of using sensory strategies 
outside the therapy session and employed by teachers in general 

education classrooms [13,17-21]. Even so, many educators, 
observing the work of therapist interacting with students from 
their classrooms, adopted the strategies employed by trained 
occupational therapists for global use in their classrooms 
[12]. Teachers adopted the use of stationary stability balls as a 
replacement for traditional chairs as one sensory strategy they 
believe affects inattention [12]. Because identification of ADHD 
continues and is a growing concern in many classrooms, many 
teachers continually search for effective strategies to employ 
when working with these so students in the general education 
classroom. 

The research supporting the use of sensory techniques, such 
as the use of stationary stability balls in place of traditional chairs, 
appeared somewhat confusing based upon the inconsistent 
data emerging from the limited research conducted [10]. In an 
era of high stakes testing, schools must promote valid methods 
in the classroom setting for students to demonstrate proficient 
performance in academic learning (Learner & Johns, 2012). 
The recommendations of many studies on the topic of sensory 
integration and the efficacy of sensory integration therapy call for 
continued research in this area (American Academy of Pediatrics, 
2000). Therefore, by examining the direct effect of sitting on 
a stationary stability ball for students currently identified as 
exhibiting issues with inattention, this study adds to the body of 
work conducted in the past and currently underway in the field 
of developmental disabilities related to the efficacy of sensory 
integration approaches. 

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study is to examine the effect of sitting on 
a stationary stability ball versus a traditional classroom chair in a 
structured learning activity in the regular education classroom for 
students identified as experiencing concerns for inattention due 
to ADHD.

Method

Participants

Four students, two girls and two boys, from a local elementary 
school participated in the study. The elementary school serves 
751 PreK- 5th grade students with a student-teacher ratio of 
18 to 1. Twenty-eight percent of students qualify for free and 
reduced lunch. The school district served just over 400 students 
with disabilities, PreK – grade 12, or 15.87% of their student 
population. The students identified for this study received a 
determination of ADHD through the school district’s process of 
eligibility determination for special education.

Human Subjects and Informed Consent

The study obtained Human Subjects approval from the 
University and the school district where the research was 
conducted. Prior to any data collection, parental consent and 
student assent were obtained. Student assent was obtained by 
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discontinuing the prompting procedures if students physically 
resisted or stated no to the session’s activities.

Setting

The research study was conducted in a regular classroom 
setting. Participants attended a typical 3rd grade classroom. The 
3rd grade classroom in which the study occurred consisted of 
one teacher and 25 students. There were 13 boys and 12 girls. 
The classroom schedule included instructional activities such 
as: writing in a journal, correcting grammar and punctuation 
in sample sentences written on the board, reading and math 
lessons, social studies and science activities, recess and lunch, 
curricular specials (e.g., art, music, physical education, etc.), and 
other required academic and management tasks. Instruction 
was provided with opportunities for both whole group and small 
group or individual work times. For instance, formal, whole group 
instruction in reading basic skills becomes less of the focus of 
instruction starting at this grade level as students move from 
learning to read to reading to reading to learn. Math instruction 
was often taught in some form of whole group instruction 
followed by opportunities for individual practice and small group 
supplementary instruction.

Dependent Measures

The dependent variable was identified as the percentage 
spent on task compared to off task for each participating student. 
A student demonstrates task behavior when he/she is attentive 
to the teacher’s presentation of lesson materials and directions. 
The student looks at the teacher and other students when they 
are talking and follows along in the lesson and discussion. The 
student sits quietly in his/her chair without excessive extraneous 
movement that interferes with attention. Student’s verbal 
expressions are on target with class discussion and contribute to 
their and other student’s learning. Data analysis in single-subject 
designs use data that is collected and presented graphically [22]. 
Throughout the study, students were observed in the regular 
classroom environment. The primary researcher collected and 
recorded the data related to on-task behavior within the general 
education classroom. A partial interval data collection procedure 
was used to record on and off task behavior [23]. Partial interval 
recording involves observing whether the behavior occurs or 
does not occur during specific time periods. In this study, the 
length of the observation session was identified as 45 minutes in 
length or the entire math period. The observer used a clock with 
a second hand while observing the student. At the end of every 15 
second interval, the observer looked at the students and recorded 
whether the students were on task (+) or off task (-) and recorded 
it on the data sheet. This type of time sampling in a classroom 
setting provided an unobtrusive method for observing student’s 
behavior. An interval form of data collection was selected for this 
study because the goal of the study was to observe increases or 
decreases in attention due to the intervention. Data from the 

interval recordings was converted into percentages [23-25]. The 
total number of observations divided by the number of plusses 
recorded yielded the percentage of time the students were on-
task. The total number of observations divided by the number 
of minuses recorded yielded the percentage of time the students 
were off task. The percentages yielded by the observations equaled 
1005 and were used to predict the level of attention for the whole 
instructional period and for similar instruction activities that may 
occur throughout the day when the students were not observed. 
The interval recording method of data collection has been proven 
an effective method of observing data [26].

Interobserver Agreement/Reliability

Interobserver agreement, or interrater reliability as it is 
sometimes called, refers to the extent to which the data collected 
by two individuals observing the same student behavior agrees 
[27]. Inter-observer agreement was used to increase confidence 
in the data achieved when observing the subjects. The primary 
researcher and another, trained observer, both observe the 
same behavior independently and then compare their data. If 
the data appeared the same, then it was considered reliable 
[16]. The primary observer in this study was the researcher. 
The independent observer was a retired educator who was 
experienced in observing students in an educational setting. 
The researcher trained the independent observer on the use 
of the observation form and procedures for collecting the data 
prior to implementation of the study. Training consisted of 
explanations and practices of the data collection procedures. The 
researcher gave a clear description of on and off task behavior 
and an understanding of the research questions. The independent 
observer was provided with an opportunity to ask questions and 
to practice completing the data tracking form using a video of 
students in a classroom setting provided by the researcher.

To ensure that a reliable measurement procedure was 
present, the researcher and the independent observer separately 
watched the video and completed the observation form on the 
same student. The independent observer observed 20% of 
the scheduled observations. The primary researcher selected 
sessions for the independent observed based on the school 
schedule and her availability. Session by session reliability was 
obtained through comparing the researchers and the independent 
observer’s recorded data. The researcher and the independent 
observer used the data collection procedures for each session. 
The interval-by-interval comparison of the data was then used 
to determine whether there was agreement for each individual 
interval. The comparison of agreements was then recorded on 
a separate interobserver agreement data collection form. Inter- 
observer reliability was calculated by dividing the total number 
of agreements (when looking at total number of times observers 
agreed versus not agreed) compared per interval across all 
intervals for an individual session and multiplying this by 100 to 
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get a percentage of agreement. The percentages were then added 
together across all the sessions that were compared and divided by 
the total number of sessions to determine a percentage of overall 
interobserver agreement between the primary researcher and 
the independent observer. Seventy percent reliability was used 
to constitute a minimum criterion for inter observer reliability/
agreement [25]. Reliability did not fall below 70%, so no retraining 
was needed throughout the course of the intervention period.

Number of Session-By-Session Agreement Scores Between 
Primary Observer and Independent Observer (on-task total) x 
100 = % of reliability

Interobserver Agreement Scores Between Primary Observer 
and Independent Observer (on-task total) for individual students.

 The agreement scores from the comparison of the primary 
research and independent observer were 96%. The overall results 
of interobserver agreement/reliability for the baseline sessions 
varied from 80% to 95% agreement. Intervention sessions 
agreement scores ranged from 80% to 94% agreement.

Social Validity Measures

At the conclusion of the study, all four students and the teacher 
in the classroom where the study took place were interviewed to 
solicit their opinions about the intervention. The questionnaire 
consisted of six questions related to the implementer’s opinion 
of the stationary therapy balls procedure for improving school 
performance. Specifically, the survey asked questions regarding 
perceived effective stationary balls on on-task behavior of the 
participants, the effects related to the performance of other 
school related behaviors, ease of intervention implementation, 
and overall beliefs related to the usefulness of the stationary 
ball intervention procedure. Respondents selected from five 
Likert Scale options of (5) strongly agree, (4) agree, (3) neither 
agree or disagree, (2) disagree, or (1) strongly disagree. Results 
of the survey indicate the high level of user satisfaction with 
the stationary ball intervention as a method improving school 
behavior, especially on-task behavior.

All four participants participated in an interview. The four 
students indicated that they did not exhibit any concerns about 
participating in the study. When asked if they were concerned 
about what other students might say if they knew they were 
participating in the study, all four students said they were not 
concerned. The students also said that they felt they stayed on-
task better when sitting on the stationary stability ball. When 
asked what their perspectives were about participating in the 
study, being observed, and using the stationary stability balls, 
all four students indicated that they did not have concerns about 
using the balls to sit on in the classroom. Roger indicated that he 
thought it might be fun to sit on the stationary stability balls. Mary 
asked if she would get to pick which ball, she sat on when used 
in the classroom. Following the study, students were interviewed 
and asked their perspective related to participating in the study. 

Students did not express any concerns after participating in the 
study. All the students said that they liked sitting on the stationary 
stability balls the most because they could move around. The 
results of the social satisfaction interviews appeared ironic since 
the students commented on liking the ability to bounce and move 
on the balls and that it was fun. The irony with these statements 
was that the stability balls were theoretically meant to improve the 
on-task behavior and decrease the physical inattention, when the 
comments from the students appeared to infer that the stability 
balls produced the opposite effect. Three of the four students, 
John, Alice and Mary, indicated that they thought they performed 
better when seated on the stationary stability ball.

The classroom teacher was also interviewed at the conclusion 
of the study. When asked why she was interested in the study she 
indicated that she was concerned with the number of students in 
her classroom for whom attention was a concern and wanted to 
provide them with the best opportunity to participate by using 
strategies that reduce problems with attention. When asked about 
any impact the study may have on her students or on herself, she 
responded that the students in her class were used to other adults 
coming and going, as was she, and she did not express concerns in 
this area. The only concern the teacher expressed about the study 
was the potential for disappointment if the study revealed that the 
stationary stability balls were ineffective as a strategy to use with 
students. She personally believed they were beneficial. Regarding 
the students’ level of attention during the study, the teacher 
expressed that the students’ performance during the baseline 
observations appeared consistent with their overall performance 
during other instructional times and prior to the study starting. 
She indicated that she believed that the students managed 
switching from baseline to intervention well. The students did not 
express any concerns to her about participation in the study prior 
to or during the study.

Experimental Design

The experimental design used in the study included a single 
subject ABAB multiple baseline design. The independent variables 
included sitting on a stationary stability ball and sitting on a 
traditional classroom chair. The dependent variables included 
attention to task – whether the students were attentive to 
instruction or inattentive to instruction. In other words, the study 
was conducted to determine if the independent variable (type of 
chair/seating) influenced attention to instruction and whether 
the students were more attentive or less attentive based on the 
type of seating used. Single subject research is an appropriate 
method for this study because of the small sample size. Single 
subject research is also useful to study changes that occur when 
a treatment is applied to behavior, in this case the effect of chair 
type on attention. Single subject research has its roots in clinical 
settings but are useful in educational settings when studying 
student behavior [22]. An ABAB, reversal design was used to 
examine whether the intervention (sitting on a stationary stability 
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ball) improved attention. When working with students, an ABAB 
design overcomes concerns for other types of single subject 
designs in that it ends with the treatment phase, thus appearing 
more ethical than an ABA design which ends with the treatment 
effect removed [22,23,26]. According to Gay et al. [22], if the 
treatment effects are the same during both phases of treatment, 
the possibility of influences from extraneous variables is reduced. 
The design also strengthens the conclusions drawn from the study 
by introducing the treatment twice. An ABAB or reversal design 
also allows for greater consideration of generalization of findings 
to other settings.

 

The students were observed during a baseline condition 
(A1). Condition A1 involved the students sitting on a traditional 
classroom chair during classroom instruction. Following A1, the 
independent variable was introduced. The independent variable 
included the introduction of a stationary stability ball for use 
in place of the traditional classroom chair - Condition B1. In a 
reversal design, the subjects are observed in the baseline condition 
(A1), then observed in a treatment condition (B1), returned 
to the baseline condition (A2) again, followed by the treatment 
condition (B2). Using a reversal design of this nature allows the 
researcher to see if introducing the independent variable causes 
changes in the dependent variable [23,25].

Procedures

The independent variables consisted of the use of a stationary 
stability ball versus a traditional classroom chair. Observations 

occurred during a structured, whole class lesson in the general 
education classroom environment. In this study, the length of the 
observation session included the whole math period. Observations 
were separated into 15-second intervals for observation and 
recording of the presence or absence of on-task behavior by the 
participating students. 

General Procedures: The student’s performance was 
observed over the course of eight weeks, with a minimum of four 
observations per week. The researcher worked with the classroom 
teachers to determine the best opportunity to observe attention 
during a whole class activity that required focused attention on 
teacher instruction. Math class was selected, and a beginning date 
determined.

Baseline Procedures: The baseline condition, A1 and A2, 
involved observing students while they were seated on the 
traditional classroom chair. No specific instruction was required 
for students during the initial baseline phase.

Intervention Procedures: Following A1, the traditional 
chairs were replaced with stationary stability balls. This change 
in seating is B1 of the study. The classroom teacher had provided 
the students with a brief instruction on the proper use of the 
stationary stability balls prior to the study starting. Students 
were told they needed to sit on their bottom with their feet on 
the floor. Non-examples of improper sitting were also provided. 
For example, sitting on the knees and laying across the ball on 
the stomach or back were not allowed for safety reasons. During 
observations, students who demonstrated non-example types of 
sitting or requiring redirection were considered off-task.

Results 

Overall Results Related to On-Task Behavior
Table 1: Overall and Individual Median and Ranges of On-Task Behavior.

Students 
Baseline Intervention Baseline Intervention

Overall Baseline Overall Intervention
A B A B

John
 Mdn 59 64.5 73.5 63 61 63

range 35-83 54-94 37-88 54-70 35-88 54-95

Alice
 Mdn 79 80.5 92 85 93.5 90

range 31-95 76-97 73-95 74-97 31-95 74-97

Mary 
 Mdn 64 78 73 75 70 76.5

range 46-82 34-93 68-92 70-86 46-92 34-93

Roger
Mdn 74 82 86.5 91 80 84

range 53-94 62-91 70-98 74-98 53-98 62-98

Overall
Mdn 69 81.5 81 76.5 73.5 80

range 31-95 34-97 37-98 54-98 31-98 34-66

The data in Table 1 and from individual data from Figures 1, 
2, 3, and 4 indicate that the intervention, sitting on the stationary 
stability ball, showed negligible effective across time when used to 
improve student on-task behavior. The overall median percentage 
of intervals of on-task behavior for all 4 participants during the 

initial baseline (i.e., Baseline A1 - stitting on standard classroom 
chairs) was 74.5%, with the overall range for the percentage of 
intervals from 54 to 81 for on-task behavior. The overall median 
percentage of intervals of on-task behavior for all 4 participants 
during the initial intervention (i.e., Intervention B1 – sitting on 
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stationary stability balls) was 78.5%, with the overall range for 
the percentage of intervals from 69 to 87 for on-task behavior. The 
overall median percentage of intervals of on-task behavior for all 
four participants during the second baseline (i.e., Baseline A2 - 
sitting on standard classroom chairs) was 80.5%, with an overall 
range for the percentage of intervals from 64 to 91% for on-task 
behavior during this condition. The overall median percentage 
of intervals of on-task behavior for all 4 participants during the 
second intervention (i.e., Intervention B2 - sitting on stationary 
stability balls) was 82%, with an overall range for the percentage 
of intervals from 64 to 89% for on-task behavior during this 
condition. See Table 1 for individual scores for the median and 
ranges for the percentage of intervals of on-task behavior for each 
student scores across all experimental conditions.

John’s On-Task Behavior. The data in Figure 1 indicated 
that John’s on-task behavior varied throughout the study with 
a negligible improvement related to on-task behavior with 
the use of the stationary stability ball intervention (see Table 
1 for a summary of medians and ranges across interventions 

for individual participants). John’s overall attention to teacher 
instruction and classroom discussion remained consistently low 
regardless of the type of seat he used. The difference in attention 
between baseline and intervention appeared negligible. Due to 
the overlap in data paths when comparing baseline measures 
to the implementation of on-task behavior during the use of the 
stability balls, the data did not exhibit the necessary differential 
effects to show potential effectiveness for improvements of on-
task behavior with John. Alice’s On-Task Behavior. The data in 
Figure 2 and Table 1 indicated that Alice’s on- task behavior was 
quite steady with a very slight decrease in attention with the use 
of a stationary stability ball intervention. The differential effects of 
the use of a stability ball when compared to the use of a standard 
classroom chair (i.e., baseline) for improving on-task behavior 
were not evident with Alice. The excessive overlap in data when 
comparing the baseline to the use of stability balls for improving 
on-task behavior preclude the determination that a functional 
relationship exists due to the implementation of the stability balls 
when compared to baseline conditions.

Figure 1: John’s Percentage of On-Task Behavior Across Baseline and Intervention (i.e., Stability Ball) Conditions.

Mary’s On-Task Behavior. The data in Figure 3 and Table 1 
indicated that Mary’s on- task behavior improved slightly with the 
use of a stationary stability ball intervention. Unfortunately, the 
amount of overlapping data between the data paths in baseline 
and when using the stability balls interferes with affirming that 
a slight improvement was due to the introduction of the stability 
balls as related to improvements in on-task behavior. Therefore, 
the slight improvements for Mary related to on-task behavior 

appear inconsequential and prevent the affirmation of the 
consequent [23,25,26] that improvements in behavior were due to 
the use of the stability balls and not some other unaccounted-for 
variables. Roger’s On-Task Behavior. The data in Figure 4 and Table 
1 indicated that Roger’s on- task behavior improved slightly with 
the use of a stationary stability ball intervention. Unfortunately, 
Roger’s data also display a great deal of overlap when comparing 
the baseline to the use of the stability ball intervention. This 
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overlap in data and lack of differential effects across experimental 
conditions prevents the conclusion that the use of the stability ball 
intervention was effective for the improvements in Roger’s on-task 
behavior. At best, the data from Roger and the rest of the students 

participating in the study was inconclusive related to improving 
the on-task behavior of the participants. In other words, the use 
of stability balls for improving the school-based performance of 
these students in this general education setting was not effective.

Figure 2: Alice’s Percentage of On-Task Behavior Across Baseline and Intervention (i.e., Stability Ball) Conditions.

Figure 3: Mary’s Percentage of On-Task Behavior Across Baseline and Intervention (i.e., Stability Ball) Conditions.
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Figure 4: Roger’s Percentage of On-Task Behavior Across Baseline and Intervention (i.e., Stability Ball) Conditions.

Discussion

The study was proposed because of the growing number of 
students identified as exhibiting ADHD [10]. To meet the needs of 
these students, classroom teachers often employ strategies that 
are not founded in empirical research [27]. Research about the 
effectiveness of using stationary stability balls with students who 
struggle with inattention was based on theories about sensory 
integration and sensory integration therapy. A review of literature 
indicated that previous studies yielded inconsistent findings [16]. 
Three of the four students participating in the study demonstrated 
a slight but negligible improvement in attention when comparing 
the use of a traditional classroom chair to a stationary stability 
ball. John demonstrated a slight decrease in inattention from 
baseline to intervention. Alice, Mary, and Roger all demonstrated 
a slight but negligible increase in attention from baseline to 
intervention. In examining the data for all four students, over 
the course of the entire study, the results were negligible from 
baseline to intervention.

The results from this study suggest that using stationary 
stability balls to improve attention for students with ADHD neither 
helped nor hindered their ability to attend to and learn from 
classroom instruction. The study adds to the body of work that 
presents inconsistent findings with only a few studies supporting 
the use of stationary stability balls as a means of impacting 
attention. When considering strategies based on understandings 
and theories on sensory integration, this study confirms what 

other studies found - there was not enough evidence to support 
the use of stationary stability balls for improving attention [16]. 
If one perceives attention as a proxy for learning, results also 
indicated that there was not enough evidence to support the use 
of stationary stability balls for improving learning in this general 
education setting. Numerous previous studies addressing the 
link between sensory therapy and improved attention did not 
successfully link sensory integration approaches to improved 
attention [19] in this study. May-Benson and Koomer [21] reviewed 
27 studies related to this topic. Their overall impression included 
that a sensory integration approach may result in better outcomes 
than no intervention at all, although that small improvement 
often appeared negligible [21]. Fedewa et al. [27] conducted a 
study specifically looking at the use of stationary stability balls to 
increase attention. They found similar levels of on-task behavior 
and achievement in both a control group and treatment group of 
students in a general education setting refuting the effectiveness 
of the use of stationary stability balls in the classroom [28]. 

In contrast, Ketcham and Burgoyne [29] conducted an 
observational study similar in scope to this study. They observed 
in an elementary classroom that already implemented stationary 
stability balls as a seating option for students. They reported a 
10% decrease in movement for students when seated on a ball 
versus classroom chair [29]. Because of the inconsistent findings 
of previous studies Wu et al. [30] conducted a study using 
electroencephalograms (EEG) to measure attention to tasks when 
seated on a chair versus a stationary stability ball. Their findings 
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indicated that there was no difference in reaction time and 
attention for students with ADHD and typical peers while seated 
on balls [30].

When preparing a study, it is important to control as many 
extraneous variables as possible confounds with outcomes of the 
study. There are a host of variables in educational settings that are 
not accounted for that can influence the outcome of the study. One 
needs to consider the host of limitations inherent in a classroom 
setting that are totally out of the students’ and teacher’s control. 
Researchers should watch and control for these variables as 
much as possible. While researchers may draw conclusions from 
studies despite potential cofounding variables, it is important 
to account for those flaws when reporting results [24,31]. Some 
of the limitations in this study were as follows: the differential 
effects of the characteristics of ADHD with each student; how the 
characteristics of this disorder influenced their learning outcomes; 
the setting, curriculum, level of distractibility, behavior of peers, 
classroom management approaches in the classroom; unexpected 
interruptions in schedules, such as substitute teachers or 
impromptu meetings between the teacher, principal, or a parent; 
or other unexpected health concerns in the classroom, such as a 
student with a loose tooth. These potential influences need careful 
consideration when interpreting the results of the study. Although 
research conducted in this area resulted in negligible findings, 
continued attempts at validating sensory integration strategies 
appear warranted. General education teachers need to continue to 
use research-based approaches in their classrooms with students 
and to become knowledgeable about what strategies are found 
effective based on empirical research [32].

Summary and Conclusions

The purpose of this research study was to examine the effect of 
sitting on a stationary stability ball versus a traditional classroom 
chair in a structured learning activity in the regular classroom for 
students identified as experiencing concerns for inattention due 
to ADHD. The data was analyzed using an ABAB, single subject 
research design. The results from this study suggest that using 
stationary stability balls to improve attention for students with 
ADHD did not appear to increase student’s ability to attend to 
and learn from classroom instruction. The research adds to the 
body of work previously conducted analyzing the use of sensory 
integrative techniques, such as sitting on a stationary stability 
ball, for use with students with ADHD to improve attention.
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